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Abstract

Public goods such as national defense or climate change mitigation affect people in mul-

tiple locations. We report on a linear public goods experiment, where subjects can contribute

not only to a local public good but also to a global public good. We study the effects of en-

dowment heterogeneity by comparing a setting where two localities have the same income

(homogeneous treatment) with a setting where the localities differ in income (heterogeneous

treatment). We find that: 1) social efficiency is higher in the homogeneous treatment than in

the heterogeneous treatment; 2) the efficiency difference comes from two aspects: the shift

from global to local public good contribution and lower total public goods provision in the

heterogeneous treatment; and 3) inequality aversion and reciprocity play a role in contribution

behavior in the heterogeneous treatment; however these social preferences do not fully counter

the efficiency loss caused by the endowment heterogeneity. Our findings suggest that policy

interventions may be necessary to increase social efficiency with heterogeneous wealth and

multiple public goods.
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1 Introduction

Many researchers have studied public good provision using laboratory experiments. Ledyard

(1995) surveys experimental research on public goods. Robust findings are that subjects contribute

partial, but not insignificant amounts to public goods, and the amount of their contributions de-

creases over time if subjects play the game repeatedly. Most studies consider a single public good

provision. In the real world, however, people usually belong to multiple groups, and receive the

benefits of multiple public goods at the same time. A small (local) public good, such as a local

park, often tends to give higher marginal benefits only for its group’s members due to physical

limitations. In comparison, a large (global) public good, such as a national park, provides benefits

more efficiently and extensively, but also more anonymously. Since people have budget limita-

tions, each person has to decide to which public goods they should contribute and how much,

considering factors such as marginal (individual) benefits, social efficiency, and anonymity.

One example of this dilemma is the trade-off between the emission control of greenhouse gases

(GHG) and the economic growth of individual countries. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change reported that if society does not reduce emissions of GHG, it will likely face significant

climate change through global warming (IPCC, 2013). The reduction of GHG benefits everyone by

mitigating climate change, thus providing a global public good. On the other hand, a policy such

as promoting an individual country’s economic growth (e.g., building a highway) may require a

large amount of carbon emissions, and benefit people mainly in that country. In the sense that the

benefits may be limited to residents, the policy would work as a local public good. Therefore, the

best strategy for each country is to pursue the economic growth while enjoying emission reduction

of others. However, if everyone adopts the same strategy, climate change will be unavoidable.

Moreover, differences in income level between countries makes this issue more challenging. That

is, people in the developing countries are likely to invest in economic growth, while people in

developed countries may consider climate change more seriously.

To provide a deeper insight into the settings where multiple public goods exist, we study a

linear public goods game, where subjects can allocate their endowments not only into a global

public good, but also into a local public good which only benefits the group members in their own

locality. Further, we study the effect of income heterogeneity between localities on the provision
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of public goods.

There are several studies that deal with multiple public goods under a voluntary contribution

mechanism.1 A common setting is a design with a local public good (relatively high marginal ben-

efit) and a global public good (socially optimal choice), instead of a single standard public good.

Blackwell and McKee (2003) and Fellner and Lünser (2008) investigate the relationship of marginal

per capita return (MPCR) to the contributions to local and global public goods. Both studies find

that when the global public good is more socially efficient, subjects increase their global public

good contributions. As the contributions to the global public good increase, Blackwell and Mc-

Kee (2003) find that subjects keep the same levels of local public good contribution, while Fellner

and Lünser (2008) find that subjects shift from local public good contribution to the global public

good contribution.2 However, income heterogeneity has not been addressed in this context. In

this paper, we investigate how income heterogeneity among localities affects subjects’ allocation

decisions in the setting with local and global public goods.

In terms of heterogeneity in a linear public goods game, Buckley and Croson (2006) study the

effect of income and wealth heterogeneities in a single public good setting. They find that richer

subjects contribute a smaller percentage of their endowment to the public goods than poorer sub-

jects.3 Fisher, Isaac, Schatzberg and Walker (1995) and Fellner, Iida, Kröger and Seki (2011) intro-

duce heterogeneity into MPCRs of a public good, and find high MPCR-type subjects contribute

more than low MPCR-type subjects. These existing studies, however, have not addressed the

effects of endowment heterogeneity with multiple public goods. With multiple public goods, en-

dowment heterogeneity between localities may cause a different pattern of contributions to local

and global public goods. These different patterns may increase or decrease overall efficiency. To

explore these issues and to find whether public goods may be provided efficiently in such settings,

we need to understand how people allocate their heterogeneous incomes between local and global

1There are some studies which use “multiple” public goods settings that are different from this paper. For example,
Bernasconi, Corazzini, Kube and Maréchal (2009) study the effects of the identical “unpacked” public goods, where a
public good account is divided into two accounts identically. They find that total public good contribution is higher in
the case of two accounts than in the case of one public good account. See, also, Corazzini, Cotton and Valbonesi (2013)
for the multiple threshold public goods, and Falk, Fischbacher and Gächter (2013) for the effects of social interaction.

2See also, Wachsman (2002) for a study of group interaction (such as by a communication), Buchan, Grimalda,
Wilson, Brewer, Fatas and Foddy (2009) for a study of the effects of globalization, and Blackwell and McKee (2010) for
the effects of the cultural differences.

3By using a non-linear utility function, Chan, Mestelman, Moir and Muller (1996) show that subjects in the low
income condition over-contributed to the public good comparing with the level of the theoretically predicted amount.
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public goods.

In this paper, we introduce heterogeneous endowments between local groups. In our experi-

ment, the subjects can contribute not only to a local but also to a global public good. By comparing

homogeneous treatment (the same endowment between localities) with heterogeneous treatment

(different endowments in two localities), we identify the effects of endowment heterogeneity. Fur-

thermore, we examine whether social preferences can explain the contribution behavior. The main

findings are: 1) the heterogeneous treatment results in lower social efficiency (or total earnings) as

compared with the homogeneous treatments; 2) the efficiency difference comes from two aspects:

the shift from global to local public good contribution and lower total public goods provision in

the heterogeneous treatment; and 3) inequality aversion and reciprocity play a role in contribution

behavior in the heterogeneous treatment; however these social preferences do not fully counter the

efficiency loss caused by the endowment heterogeneity.

Our findings not only contribute to the academic literature, but may also help policymakers

when they design regulatory policies under income heterogeneity. In particular, we demonstrate

that to increase social efficiency, it may not be enough to rely on social preferences.

The content of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the experimental design

and procedures. In Section 3, we report on the overall results of this experiment. In Section 4,

we elaborate on the individual contribution behaviors in detail. In Section 5, we discuss social

preferences. We summarize this study, and state open questions for future research in Section 6.

2 Experimental Design and Procedures

We investigate the effects of asymmetric endowments between experimental groups in local

and global public good provision. This section provides the experimental design and procedures.

2.1 Experimental Design

The experiment is similar to a standard, linear public good game except for the addition of

local and global public good provision. There are 8 subjects in each global group, divided into

two local groups of 4 subjects each. See Figure 1 for illustration. In the figure, capital letters index

each subject in the experiment. At the beginning of each period, each subject receives tokens as an
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Figure 1: A global group has two local groups.

endowment. The amount of tokens depends on the treatment and their local group membership.

In every period, each subject decides how to allocate their endowments between a private good,

a local public good, and a global public good.

The benefit of one unit of private good is 1 for the subject who consumes this private good. On

the other hand, a local public good provides benefits to all of its local group members, while the

global public good provides benefits to all members in the global group. In the real world, people

receive benefits more directly from a local public good than from a global public good. Reflecting

this fact, we assume that the marginal per capita return (MPCR) to the local public good, α ∈ (0, 1),

is higher than the MPCR to the global public good, β ∈ (0, 1).4 The following equation describes

the payoff function of subject i in period t:

Πi,t = Ei,t − li,t − gi,t + α
∑

j∈Local
lj,t + β

∑
k∈Global

gk,t, where 1 > α > β > 0,

where Ei,t is the endowment of subject i at period t (the amount is fixed throughout the experi-

ment), li,t is the amount of local public good contribution by subject i at period t, and gi,t is the

amount of global public good contribution by subject i at period t.

The most efficient allocation depends on the number of local and global group members (we

denote n as the number of local group members and N as the number of global group members),

and the relationship between the MPCRs of the local and the global public goods. For our ex-

periment, we impose the assumption that nα < Nβ. In this case, the most efficient allocation is

for every subject to contribute their entire endowment into the global public good. If a subject

cares about social efficiency, then the subject should contribute to the global public good.5 Al-

ternatively, the Nash equilibrium (assuming individual payoff maximization) is for none of the

subjects to contribute to either local or global public goods (i.e., everyone puts all tokens into the

4Previous studies assume similar relationship between MPCRs of local and global public goods.
5If a subject tries to maximize the social efficiency of the local group that the subject belongs to, then the subject will

contribute to its local public good.
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private good).

The information structure and feedback are as follows. At the end of each period, each subject

knows its own allocation and their own local group members’ contributions to the local public

good. However, the subjects only know the aggregate level of global public good contribution by

each local group, not the individual level of contribution.6

Our experiment has two treatments: homogeneous treatment and heterogeneous treatment.

Homogeneous treatment: Each subject in each of the two local groups receives 30 tokens as an

endowment at the beginning of each period. The sum of all subjects’ endowments in each period

is 240 tokens.

Heterogeneous treatment: Subjects receive different endowments based on which local group

they are in. The subjects who belong to the High local group receive 40 tokens each as an endow-

ment while the subjects who belong to the Low local group receive 20 tokens each. The sum of

all subjects’ endowments is 240 tokens, which is the same as in the homogeneous treatment. This

endowment structure stays the same throughout the session.

The subjects participate in this local-global public goods game for 15 periods in each session,

where the MPCR of a local public good is α = 0.4 and the MPCR of a global public good β = 0.3.

Each session has one global group divided into two local groups, so that the number of subjects in

the global group is 8. The local group assignment remains fixed till the end of the session. Every

subject is allowed to participate in only one session, so that there is no subject who experiences

more than one treatment. Table 1 summaries the experimental design.

2.2 Experimental Procedures

This experiment was conducted on the University of Hawaii at Manoa campus from July 2011

to October 2011. For this laboratory experiment, the subjects were recruited by a mailing list,

a poster, and an announcement in some undergraduate classes during summer sessions. The

experiment was programmed in z-Tree, Fischbacher (2007).

Subjects were seated separately in the laboratory room. Before starting the experiment, we

distributed a copy of instructions which explained the procedure, the information structure, the

number of periods, and the payoff scheme of each session. After we read the instructions aloud,
6See Figure 10 in Appendix A for the snapshot of result screen.
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Table 1: Experimental Design – Local and Global Public Goods Game

Treatments
Homogeneous Heterogeneous

Settings
Number of Periods 15 15
Local: Group Size and MPCR 4-subject, α = 0.4 4-subject, α = 0.4
Global: Group Size and MPCR 8-subject, β = 0.3 8-subject, β = 0.3
Endowment 30 20 or 40

Number of Participants 32 32
Number of Sessions 4 4

Note: “Endowment” in the heterogeneous treatment depends on
which local group subjects are assigned to.

we gave a review exercise. Throughout the instructions, we made sure the rules of each treatment

were understood by all our subjects.7 Each session had one practice period which did not count

towards their final earnings, and 15 paid periods. We did not allow the subjects to communicate

with each other during the session. Each session took one to two hours.

3 Experimental Results

The total of 64 subjects participated in the experiment, with 8 subject per session. The average

earning of subjects was $16.10 (standard deviation is $2.69) including a $5 show-up fee.8 There

were 42 males and 22 females. The range of subjects’ age was from 18 to 64 years old with an

average age of 25.1.

The structure of this section is as follows. First, we overview the experimental results. Next, we

perform statistical analyses to test if an effect of endowment heterogeneity exists. In subsection 3.2,

we compare the homogeneous treatment with the heterogeneous treatment. In subsection 3.3, we

compare the High local group behavior with the Low local group behavior in the heterogeneous

treatment.
7The instruction is shown in Appendix B. The screens of allocation-decision shows subjects’ ID number, and the

own local group number on the top. The left hand side of this screen is a “calculator” which subjects may use before
making a decision. The right hand side displays the actual decision. The result screen shows the allocations and the
earnings by its period as well as cumulative earnings. These snapshots are Figures 9 and 10 in Appendix A.

8Figure 11 in Appendix A shows the distribution of payments.
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Table 2: Average token contribution per period per subject, and payment per subject

Mean (stdv) Local PG Global PG Private G Payment ($)

Overall 5.35 (8.17) 8.00 (9.98) 16.65 (12.25) 16.10 (2.69)

Homogeneous Treat., All 4.72 (7.46) 10.91 (10.72) 14.37 (11.16) 17.03 (2.01)

– Early (1 – 5) periods 5.35 (7.67) 14.58 (10.90) 10.07 (10.01) –
– Middle (6 – 10) periods 4.58 (7.13) 10.80 (10.73) 14.62 (10.91) –
– Late (11 – 15) periods 4.24 (7.57) 7.34 (9.25) 18.42 (10.99) –

Heterogeneous Treat., All 5.98 (8.79) 5.09 (8.22) 18.93 (12.87) 15.18 (2.99)

– Early (1 – 5) periods 5.69 (8.20) 8.68 (10.80) 15.64 (11.94) –
– Middle (6 – 10) periods 8.57 (10.70) 4.04 (6.48) 17.39 (12.82) –
– Late (11 – 15) periods 3.67 (6.23) 2.57 (4.94) 23.76 (12.47) –

High (40 End.) Group 8.19 (10.95) 6.29 (10.04) 25.52 (13.96) 17.71 (1.88)
Low (20 End.) Group 3.77 (5.02) 3.90 (5.64) 12.34 (7.07) 12.65 (1.14)

3.1 Overview of the experimental results

Table 2 shows the overview of our experimental results. The average payments are measured

per subject at the end of each session. The average contributions to the local and the global public

good, and the private good are measured in tokens per period per subject. From Table 2, the

average contribution to the global public good appears larger in the homogeneous treatment than

in the heterogeneous treatment. It also shows that the average contribution to the local public

good is slightly higher in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment.9

3.2 The comparison of the homogeneous and the heterogeneous treatments

We focus on the effects of endowment heterogeneity. First, we consider social efficiency per pe-

riod per treatment. The efficiency is measured as the ratio between the actual total earned tokens

by all subjects and the maximal possible tokens. In our experiment, the case of minimum social

efficiency is when all subjects allocate all of their endowment into their private good. The total

earned tokens in this case are equal to 240 tokens. On the other hand, the case of the maximum

social efficiency is when all subjects allocate all of their endowment into the global public good.

Since the global public good multiples allocated tokens by 2.4,10 the total earned tokens are equal

9More detailed information on each session is provided in Appendix A: Table 11, Figure 12, and 13.
10MPCR of the global public good is 0.3, and the size of the global group is 8 subjects.
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Figure 2: Normalized efficiency per treatment

to 576 tokens. Here, we define normalized efficiency. As is standard, we normalize the efficiency

by setting the minimum social efficiency to zero and the maximum social efficiency to 100:

Normalized efficiency (%) =
Actual total earned tokens−Minimum tokens

Maximum tokens−Minimum tokens
× 100.

Figure 2 displays the dynamics of the average normalized efficiency by period by treatment.

The figure also displays the benchmarks where all subjects put all tokens into the private good

(0% line), into the local public good (42.9% line), and into the global public good (100% line). We

observe that the average normalized efficiency is higher in the homogeneous treatment than in

the heterogeneous treatment in every period.

Given that the total endowments per period are the same in both treatments (240 tokens),

then if there is no effect of endowment heterogeneity, social efficiencies should be the same across

treatments. The null hypothesis of no difference between treatments is rejected by Wilcoxon-

Mann-Whitney rank sum test (two-tailed, p = 0.030) when we use overall averages per session as

units of observation (8 observations). On average, the heterogeneous treatment achieves a nor-

malized efficiency of 25.5%, while the homogeneous treatment achieves a normalized efficiency
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(a) Local Public Good (b) Global Public Good

Figure 3: Allocations per treatment (token-wise)

of 43.1%.11

Finding 1 (Efficiency). The efficiency is higher in the homogeneous treatment than in the heterogeneous

treatment.

It is natural to ask the following question: what differences in allocation patterns drive the

efficiency difference? We investigate the effects of the endowment heterogeneity on the local and

the global public goods’ contributions.

Figure 3 displays the dynamics of average contributions to the local and the global public

goods per treatment. We observe that the average contribution to the local public good is higher

in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment around the middle periods.

Also, we observe that the average contribution to the global public good is higher in the homoge-

neous treatment than in the heterogeneous treatment in every period.

We perform OLS regressions on the local and the global public good contributions, using in-

11We test the same hypothesis by using Early-period (1-5 periods) averages, Middle-period (6-10 periods) averages,
and Late-period (11-15 periods) averages, respectively. In Early-periods, the null hypothesis is not rejected (p = 0.112),
where the average efficiencies are 56.3% for the homogeneous treatment and 37.0% for the heterogeneous treatment. In
Middle-periods, the null hypothesis is rejected (p = 0.030), where the average efficiencies are 42.5% for the homogeneous
treatment and 25.7% for the heterogeneous treatment. In Late-periods, the null hypothesis is marginally rejected (p
= 0.061), where the average efficiencies are 30.5% for the homogeneous treatment and 13.8% for the heterogeneous
treatment.
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dividual decisions per period as units of observation. The dependent variable is either Local or

Global public good contribution given by percentage of subjects’ endowments contributed. Indepen-

dent variables are Period and Period2 variables, which are commonly used as trend variables. Fur-

ther, to investigate the effects of endowment heterogeneity, we introduce a Heterogeneous dummy

and its interaction terms with trend variables. The Heterogeneous dummy takes the value of 1 if

the subject participates in a heterogeneous session, otherwise it takes the value of 0. This variable

allows us to see whether subjects in the heterogeneous treatment have a difference in their con-

tributions by a constant amount, as compared with the subjects in the homogeneous treatment.

The interaction terms, Period*Heterogeneous and Period2*Heterogeneous dummies, tell us whether

subjects in the heterogeneous treatment engage in different contribution dynamics. All OLS re-

gression include Session dummies and Local-Group dummies to control fixed effects.

Table 3 shows the statistical results.12 For the contribution to the local public good, our pre-

ferred model is Model 4, which allows for differences in non-linear trends between the homoge-

neous and the heterogeneous treatments. The coefficient of the Heterogeneous dummy is positive

and highly significant (p < 0.01). This indicates that the percentage-wise contribution to the local

public good is higher in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment. The

coefficient of Period*Heterogeneous dummy is positive and highly significant (p < 0.01), and the

coefficient of Period2*Heterogeneous dummy is negative and highly significant (p < 0.01). Model

4 also shows that the coefficients of Period and Period2 are not statistically significant. These re-

sults tell us that there exists a trend difference: the contribution in the heterogeneous treatment is

hill-shaped, while there is no significant trend in the homogeneous treatment.

12We check whether our experimental results are consistent with the previous findings on public goods. Previous
studies of a VCM experiment report that 1) subjects do not completely free-ride, and contribute a certain amount to the
public good, and 2) the contribution decreases over time. In Table 3, the amounts of contributions towards both public
goods are positive and highly significant (p < 0.01). See the constant terms of Models 1 and 2 for the local public good,
and the constant terms of Models 5 and 6 for the global public good. Further, the coefficients of Period are negative
and highly significant (p < 0.01). See Model 1 for the local public good, and Models 5 and 6 for the global public good.
These findings are consistent with previous experimental work.
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Table 3: OLS estimations of Local and Global Public Good Contribution

Local Public Good Cont. (% given) Global Public Good Cont. (% given)
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9

Intercept 41.51∗∗∗ 34.37∗∗∗ -0.22 7.03 33.15∗∗∗ 33.93∗∗∗ 49.51∗∗∗ 51.03∗∗∗ 48.00∗∗∗

(3.30) (3.86) (3.86) (4.54) (4.21) (4.95) (4.21) (4.56) (5.87)
Hetero. Dummy 34.58∗∗∗ 20.09∗∗∗ -16.36∗∗∗ -19.40∗∗∗ -11.79

(4.21) (6.43) (5.40) (6.45) (8.30)
Period -0.55∗∗∗ 1.97∗∗∗ 1.97∗∗∗ -0.69 -2.11∗∗∗ -2.39∗∗ -2.11∗∗∗ -2.30∗∗∗ -1.23

(0.17) (0.74) (0.74) (1.04) (0.22) (0.95) (0.22) (0.31) (1.34)
Period2 -0.16∗∗∗ -0.16∗∗∗ 0.01 0.02 -0.07

(0.04) (0.04) (0.06) (0.06) (0.08)
Period*Hetero.D 5.32∗∗∗ 0.38 -2.30

(1.47) (0.44) (1.89)
Period2*Hetero.D -0.34∗∗∗ 0.17

(0.09) (0.12)

Adj. R2 0.1811 0.1909 0.1909 0.2016 0.192 0.1912 0.192 0.1918 0.192
Num. obs. 960 960 960 960 960 960 960 960 960

Standard error in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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For the contribution to the global public good, our preferred model is Model 8, which allows

for differences in linear trends between the homogeneous and the heterogeneous treatments.13

The coefficient of Heterogeneous dummy is negative and highly significant (p < 0.01). This re-

sult implies the percentage-wise contribution is lower in the heterogeneous treatment than in the

homogeneous treatment. In terms of the trend difference, the coefficient of Period*Heterogeneous

dummy is insignificant. This indicates no trend difference in the contribution to the global public

good.

Finding 2 (Composition of public good contributions). Endowment heterogeneity leads to signifi-

cantly higher contributions to local public goods, while it leads to significantly lower contributions to global

public goods. In terms of dynamics, the contribution to local public goods increases at the beginning in

the heterogeneous treatment, then decreases toward the end (a hill-shaped trend), while there is no trend

in the homogeneous treatment. There is no trend difference in global public good contributions, as the

contributions in both treatments decline at around the same rate.

To further elaborate on what drives the efficiency difference, we also investigate the Private

good allocation. The amount of the Private good allocation is the endowment minus the sum of con-

tributions to the local and the global public goods. If subjects have a higher Private good allocation

in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment, this would indicate that the

subjects contribute less to the “total” public goods in the heterogeneous treatment than in the

homogeneous treatments.

To see this graphically, Figure 4 displays the dynamics of the average allocation to the Private

good by period by treatment. We observe that the allocation to the Private good is lower in the ho-

mogeneous treatment than in the heterogeneous treatment in every period, although the amounts

are close in the middle periods.

We test the observation statistically. When we use overall averages per session as units of

observations (N = 8), the null hypothesis of no difference in the private good allocation between

treatments is sustained, but marginally, by Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank sum test (two-tailed,

p = 0.1143). On average, the subjects in the heterogeneous treatment allocate 18.93 tokens of

their endowment, while the subjects in the homogeneous treatment allocate 14.37 tokens of their
13Since we find no effects of quadratic trend on the contribution to the global public good, we do not choose Model

9 as the preferred model.
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Figure 4: Allocation to the Private Good per treatment (token-wise)

endowment.

Table 4 shows OLS regression results for the private good allocation, using average allocation

per session per period as units of observation. The dependent variable is Private good allocation

measured in tokens. Independent variables are Period, Period2, the Heterogeneous dummy, the Pe-

riod*Heterogeneous dummy, and the Period2*Heterogeneous dummy variables. All OLS regressions

include Session dummies to control for fixed effects. Our preferred model is Model 4, which allows

for differences in linear trends between the two treatments. The coefficient of the Heterogeneous

dummy is positive and highly significant (p < 0.01). This result tell us that the allocation is higher

in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment. In terms of the trend differ-

ence, the coefficient of Period*Heterogeneous dummy is insignificant, while the coefficient of Period

is positive and highly significant (p < 0.01). These results tell us that there is no trend difference in

the private good allocation.

Finding 3 (Level of public good contributions). Subjects allocate significantly more to the private goods,

and therefore significantly less to the total public goods in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homoge-

neous treatment. In both treatments, private good allocation is increasing over time.

Combining Findings 2 and 3, we find that the efficiency difference comes from two aspects: the

pattern difference of allocations (i.e., substitution between public goods) and the different amount

13



Table 4: OLS estimations of Private Goods (Session based)

Private Good Allocation (Token given)
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Intercept 15.06∗∗∗ 8.38∗∗∗ 13.35∗∗∗ 8.34∗∗∗ 16.11∗∗∗ 9.08∗∗∗

(1.23) (0.92) (1.05) (1.05) (1.45) (1.45)
Hetero. Dummy 4.93∗∗∗ 4.92∗∗∗ 5.01∗∗∗ 7.03∗∗∗

(1.74) (1.08) (1.48) (2.05)
Period 0.83∗∗∗ 0.84∗∗∗ 0.84∗∗∗ 0.58 0.58

(0.06) (0.09) (0.09) (0.37) (0.37)
Period*Hetero.D -0.01 -0.01 -0.72 -0.72

(0.13) (0.13) (0.53) (0.53)
Period2 0.02 0.02

(0.02) (0.02)
Period2*Hetero.D 0.04 0.04

(0.03) (0.03)

Adj. R2 0.32 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.75 0.75
Num. obs. 120 120 120 120 120 120

Standard error in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1

of total public goods provision. In the homogeneous treatment, the subjects contributed more to

the global public good than to the local public goods. On the other hands, in the heterogeneous

treatment, the subjects contributed more to the local public goods than to the global public goods.

(In fact, in one session of the heterogeneous treatment, no subject contributed to the global public

good after period 7; instead, they contributed to the local public good.) Furthermore, the subjects

in the heterogeneous treatment contributed less to the public goods overall.

3.3 Comparison of the High and the Low local groups in the heterogeneous treatment

We continue to study the effects of the endowment heterogeneity in the heterogeneous treat-

ment by investigating the contribution to public goods by the High and Low local groups. As we

observed that overall efficiency is lower in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous

treatment, looking closely into the differences between the High and the Low local groups may

provide clues for this lower efficiency.

Figure 5 displays the dynamics of the average contribution to the local and the global public

goods per endowment group (percentage of endowment). We observe that the average contribu-
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(a) Local Public Good (b) Global Public Good

Figure 5: Allocations per endowment (percentage-wise)

tion to the local public good looks the same except for periods 3 to 7, where the low-endowed sub-

jects contribute less percentage-wise. On the other hand, we observe that the average percentage-

wise contribution to the global public good appears higher for the high-endowed subjects in early

periods, and higher for the low-endowed subjects in middle periods.

We perform OLS regression for the heterogeneous treatment. Similar to the above analysis,

the dependent variable is either Local or Global public good contribution given by percentage of

endowment for comparability between differently endowed subjects. Independent variables in-

clude Period and Period2 variables. Instead of Heterogeneous dummy, we introduce a High dummy

for high-endowed subjects, which takes the value of 1 if a subject is endowed with 40 tokens, oth-

erwise it takes the value of 0. We also introduce a Period*High dummy and a Period2*High dummy

for trend differences. All OLS regressions include Session dummies and Local-Group dummies to

control for fixed effects.
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Table 5: OLS estimations of Local and Global Public Good Contribution in Heterogeneous treatment

Local Public Good Cont. (% of end.) Global Public Good Cont. (% of end.)
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

Intercept 41.97∗∗∗ 27.12∗∗∗ 0.04 1.62 31.63∗∗∗ 36.21∗∗∗ 24.74∗∗∗ 21.76∗∗∗

(3.60) (4.50) (4.50) (5.63) (3.82) (4.91) (4.36) (6.13)
High Dummy 27.08∗∗∗ 23.91∗∗∗ 9.61 24.74∗∗∗

(4.14) (7.97) (6.16) (8.67)
Period -0.61∗∗ 4.63∗∗∗ 4.63∗∗∗ 3.42∗∗ -1.92∗∗∗ -3.54∗∗∗ -1.58∗∗∗ -0.53

(0.25) (1.03) (1.03) (1.45) (0.26) (1.12) (0.37) (1.57)
Period2 -0.33∗∗∗ -0.33∗∗∗ -0.23∗∗∗ 0.10 -0.07

(0.06) (0.06) (0.09) (0.07) (0.10)
Period*HighD 2.42 -0.68 -6.02∗∗∗

(2.05) (0.52) (2.23)
Period2*HighD -0.20 0.33∗∗

(0.12) (0.14)

Adj. R2 0.211 0.2531 0.2531 0.2574 0.1427 0.1406 0.1418 0.1532
Num. obs. 480 480 480 480 480 480 480 480

Standard error in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Table 5 shows the results. For the contribution to the local public good, our preferred model

is Model 4, which allows for differences in non-linear trends between the High and the Low local

groups. The coefficient of the High dummy is positive and highly significant (p < 0.01). This result

tells us that the high-endowed subjects contribute higher percentage-wise than the low-endowed

subjects. In terms of the trend difference, both the coefficients of the Period*High dummy and

the Period2*High dummy are insignificant. The coefficient of Period is positive and significant (p

< 0.05), and The coefficient of Period2 is negative and highly significant (p < 0.01). These results

tell us that there is no trend difference, and the contributions by both the high- and low-endowed

subjects are hill-shaped.

For the contribution to the global public good, our preferred model is Model 8, which allows

for differences in non-linear trends between the High and the Low local groups. The coefficient

of the High dummy is positive and highly significant (p < 0.01). The percentage-wise contribution

by the high-endowed subjects is higher in the initial period than by the low-endowed subjects.

In terms of the trend difference, the coefficient of the Period*High dummy is negative and highly

significant (p < 0.01), and the coefficient of the Period2*High dummy is positive and significant (p

< 0.05). The coefficients of Period and Period2 are insignificant. These results tell us that there is a

trend difference: the contribution by the high-endowed subjects is U-shaped, and decreases faster

than it does for the low-endowed subjects.

Finding 4 (Comparison of the High and the Low local groups). For the local public good, the high-

endowed subjects contribute a higher percentage of their endowment to the local public good than the low-

endowed subjects, where the dynamics of contributions by both groups are hill-shaped. For the global public

good, the high-endowed subjects also contribute a higher percentage of their endowment to the global public

good in the early periods, but their contributions decrease faster than those of the low-endowed subjects.

In summary, we observed that the High and Low local groups in the heterogeneous treatment

displayed different contribution behaviors. The high-endowed subjects contribute more to the lo-

cal and global public goods percentage-wise at the beginning than the low-endowed subjects, but

their contributions to the global public good decreased faster. In Section 5, we will use theories of

social preferences to explain the difference in the starting level and the dynamics of contributions,

and discuss why these could lead to lower overall efficiency.
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Figure 6: Number of Cooperators by period per Treatments

4 Analysis of Individual Behavior

In this section, we look for the effects of endowment heterogeneity, while allowing for differ-

ences in individual behavior. We classify the subjects into two types, free-rider and cooperator,

based on their contribution to the public goods. Through the analysis of individual behavior, we

aim to provide more detailed insights into the differences in the homogeneous and the hetero-

geneous treatments, and see whether contribution behaviors of free-rider and cooperator types

differ across treatments.

First, we look at a simple classification of subjects into free-riders and cooperators in each

period. Isaac, Walker and Williams (1994) define cooperators as those who contribute more than

50% of their endowment to public goods, and free-riders as those who contribute less than 50% of

their endowment to public goods.14 We adopt a similar criterion for cooperators and free-riders.

Cooperators are those who contribute more than 50% of their endowment to the total public goods

(sum of the local and global public goods), while free-riders are those who contribute less than 50%

of their endowment to total public goods.

Figure 6 shows the result of this classification. The number of cooperators is decreasing toward

later periods in both treatments. Thus, the number of free-riders is increasing. Further, the number

14Other papers adopt different criteria for investigating individual behaviors; see, for example, Kurzban and Houser
(2005), Gunnthorsdottir, Houser and McCabe (2007), and Muller, Sefton, Steinberg and Vesterlund (2008).
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Table 6: Average Transition Probability (Percentage) across Periods, by Treatment

(a) Homogeneous Treatment

Cooperatort Free-ridert

Cooperatort−1 79.4 20.6
Free-ridert−1 20.4 79.6

(b) Heterogeneous Treatment

Cooperatort Free-ridert

Cooperatort−1 69.5 30.5
Free-ridert−1 14.8 85.2

of cooperators is smaller in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment in

every period.

Next, we consider how frequently subjects switch between cooperator and free-rider types

from period to period. Table 6 reports the average transition probabilities by treatment. In the

table, rows Cooperator and Free-rider represent the individual classifications in the previous pe-

riod (Period t−1), and columns Cooperator and Free-rider represent the classifications in the next

period (Period t).

We observe that overall, both cooperators and free-riders are more likely to keep their own

type than switch types from one period to the next. Further, we observe that subjects classi-

fied as cooperators are more likely to stay cooperators in the homogeneous treatment than in the

heterogeneous treatment, and that subjects classified as free-riders are more likely to switch to

cooperators in the homogeneous treatment than in the heterogeneous treatment.

We next look for statistical support for the above observations. We perform Probit regressions

estimating the probability of being a cooperator. The dependent variable is a dummy variable

which takes the value of 1 if a subject is classified as a cooperator, otherwise it takes the value of 0

(which means the subject is a free-rider). The independent variables are Period, and the Heteroge-

neous dummy. We introduce the Previous Cooperator dummy, which takes the value of 1 if a subject

is classified as cooperator in the previous period, otherwise it takes the value of 0 (which means

the subject was a free-rider in the previous period).

The results are given in Table 7. The coefficient of Period is negative and highly significant (p <

0.01). The coefficient of the Heterogeneous dummy is negative and highly significant in Model 1 (p

< 0.01) and significant in Model 2 (p < 0.05). The coefficient of the Previous Cooperator dummy is

positive and highly significant (p < 0.01). These results tell us that a subject in the heterogeneous

treatment is 6.6 percent more likely to free-ride than a subject in the homogeneous treatment,
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Table 7: Probit estimations: Probabilities of Being Cooperator (reporting marginal effects)

Model 1 Model 2

Period -0.033∗∗∗ -0.015∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.005)
Heterogeneous Dummy -0.144∗∗∗ -0.066∗∗

(0.034) (0.031)
Previous Cooperator Dummy 0.434∗∗∗

(0.107)

Log Likelihood -612.21 -428.30
Num. obs. 960 896

Standard error in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1

that subjects are more likely to keep their types, and that the probability of being a cooperator is

decreasing overtime.

Finding 5 (Number of Cooperators and Free-Riders). The number of individuals classified as coopera-

tors is significantly higher in the homogeneous treatment than in the heterogeneous treatment in all periods,

and the number of cooperators is decreasing with time in both treatments. The probability of being a cooper-

ator is significantly higher in the homogeneous treatment both unconditionally and conditionally on being

a cooperator in the previous period.

The above analysis also shows that subjects are likely to maintain their types across periods.

Based on this observation, we now track the dynamics of contributions of individuals classified

as free-riders or cooperators in period 1. There are 16 subjects classified as free-riders (7 in the

homogeneous, and 9 in the heterogeneous treatment), and 48 subjects classified as cooperators (25

in the homogeneous, and 23 in the heterogeneous treatment). Figure 7 shows the dynamics of the

total public good contributions by free-riders and cooperators.

For free-riders, total public good contribution is higher in the homogeneous treatment than in

the heterogeneous treatment (Figure 7a). This observation is confirmed by the Wilcoxon-Mann-

Whitney rank sum test. In period 1, the percentage contributions to total public goods are 26.2% in

the homogeneous treatment and 8.3% in the heterogeneous treatment (two-tailed, p = 0.013). Sim-

ilarly, in periods 2-8, the percentage contributions to total public goods are 36.6% in the homoge-

neous treatment and 13.6% in the heterogeneous treatment (p = 0.031), and in periods 9-15, 30.6%
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(a) 16 Free-riders (7 in Homo. and 9 in Hetero.) (b) 48 Cooperators (25 in Homo. and 23 in Hetero.)

Figure 7: Dynamics of Total Public Good Contributions by Treatments

in the homogeneous treatment and 11.4% in the heterogeneous treatment (p = 0.044).15 Further,

we test the same hypothesis in terms of global and local public goods. We find that free-riders con-

tribute more to the global public good in the homogeneous treatment than in the heterogeneous

treatment (p = 0.030 in period 1, p = 0.019 in periods 2-8 , and p = 0.055 in periods 9-15). As for

the local public good, we find there is no significant difference (p = 0.140 in period 1, p = 0.166 in

periods 2-8 , and p = 0.462 in periods 9-15).

In addition, for free-riders, the levels of total public good contributions appear not to change

from period to period in both treatments. To test this observation, we run on the Wilcoxon Signed

Rank test of the total public good contribution for free-riders. The observations in periods 2-8 and

in periods 9-15 are calculated as averages per individual. Since the null hypothesis of no difference

between periods 2-8 and periods 9-15 is not rejected (p = 0.286), we confirm that the total public

good contribution of free-riders does not change with time.16

Finding 6 (Differences in Free-rider Behavior between treatments). Free-riders contribute more to the

total public goods in the homogeneous treatment than the heterogeneous treatment. The difference comes

from the contributions to the global public good. The amount of total public good contributions by free-riders

15For these tests, the observations in periods 2-8 and in periods 9-15 are calculated as averages per individual.
16This observation is also supported by a simple regression with period as an independent variable.
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(a) Homogeneous Treatment (b) Heterogeneous Treatment

Figure 8: Cooperator’s Dynamics of Total Public good per Treatments

does not change with time in either treatment.

Second, we consider the contributions of cooperators. Figure 7b suggests that the amount of

total public goods contribution by cooperators is decreasing in both treatments. As is apparent

from Finding 6, the dynamics of public good contributions are driven by cooperators and not

free-riders. Therefore, we focus on the behavior of cooperators in more detail. Figure 8 shows

the changes in allocations to the local public, global public, and private goods by cooperators.

The figure indicates that the contributions to the local public good are relatively stable, but the

contributions to the global public good are decreasing and the amount allocated to the private

good is increasing.

We provide statistical tests for the treatment differences in contributions by cooperators to

the total, global and local public goods. In period 1, we find there is no effect of endowment

heterogeneity among cooperators by WMW tests. The percentages of total, global, and local public

goods are not statistically different between the two treatments (two-tailed, p = 0.128 for total,

p = 0.406 for global, p = 0.314 for local). Further, we consider similar tests for the periods 2-

8 and periods 9-15. For the total public good, the amount of contributions is not significantly

different between the two treatments (p = 0.105 in periods 2-8, p = 0.364 in periods 9-15); for the

global public good, the amount of contributions is larger in the homogeneous treatment than in
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Table 8: OLS estimations of Total, Global and Local PG Contribution by Cooperators

Total PG Global PG Local PG
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Intercept 72.89∗∗∗ 72.47∗∗∗ 65.40∗∗∗ 63.14∗∗∗ 7.48∗ 9.33∗

(5.30) (6.76) (5.20) (6.65) (4.35) (5.46)
Heterogeneous Dummy 8.02 -1.97 -27.86∗∗∗ -17.77∗ 35.87∗∗∗ 15.80∗∗

(7.21) (9.42) (7.07) (9.26) (5.91) (7.61)
Period -3.41∗∗∗ -3.26∗∗ -2.84∗∗∗ -2.04 -0.57∗ -1.22

(0.36) (1.53) (0.35) (1.50) (0.29) (1.24)
Period2 -0.01 -0.05 0.04

(0.09) (0.09) (0.08)
Period*Hetero.D -0.04 3.49 0.18 -3.38 -0.22 6.87∗∗∗

(0.52) (2.21) (0.51) (2.17) (0.42) (1.79)
Period2*Hetero.D -0.22 0.22∗ -0.44∗∗∗

(0.13) (0.13) (0.11)

Adj. R2 0.33 0.33 0.29 0.29 0.20 0.23
Num. obs. 720 720 720 720 720 720

Standard error in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1

the heterogeneous treatment (p = 0.015 in periods 2-8, p = 0.025 in periods 9-15); for the local

public good, the amount of contributions is smaller in the homogeneous treatment than in the

heterogeneous treatment (p = 0.024 in periods 2-8, p = 0.097 in periods 9-15).

These analyses tell us that there is no difference between treatments in period 1 contributions

of cooperators. But after period 1, while there is still no or little difference in the total public

goods, there is a difference in the allocation between the local and the global public goods. Coop-

erators in the homogeneous treatment contribute more to the global public good, and those in the

heterogeneous treatment contribute more to the local public good.

The OLS regression supports these findings as well, as indicated by Table 8. The dependent

variable is either Total, Global or Local public good contribution given by percentage of subjects’

endowments. The independent variables are Period, Period2, the Heterogeneous dummy, the Pe-

riod*Heterogeneous dummy and the Period2*Heterogeneous dummy. All OLS regressions include

Session dummies and Local-Group dummies to control for fixed effects.

In terms of the level of contributions, although there is no significant difference for total public

goods, we find a significant effect of endowment heterogeneity for the global public good (p <
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0.01 in Model 3 and p < 0.1 in Model 4), and for the local public good (p < 0.01 in Model 5, p <

0.05 in Model 6). In terms of the dynamics of contributions, the coefficients of Period are negative

and significant for the total and the global public goods (p < 0.01 in Model 1, p < 0.05 in Model 2,

p < 0.01 in Model 3). In the local public good, the coefficient of the Period2*Heterogeneous dummy

is negative and highly significant (p < 0.01), while the coefficients of Period and Period2 are not

statistically significant (in Model 6).

These results tell us that total public good contribution by cooperators is decreasing over time.

Cooperators contribute less to the global public good in the heterogeneous treatment than in the

homogeneous treatment, and the contribution to the global public good is decreasing in both treat-

ments. Cooperators contribute more to the local public good in the heterogeneous treatment than

in the homogeneous treatment, and the contribution to the local public good in the heterogeneous

treatment is hill-shaped.

Finding 7 (Differences in Cooperator Behavior between treatments). For cooperators, overall, there

is little or no difference between treatments in terms of total public good contribution, and the amounts are

decreasing overtime. In period 1, cooperators in both treatments contribute to public goods in the same way.

In later periods, however, the cooperators in the homogeneous treatment contribute more to the global public

good, while the cooperators in the heterogeneous treatment contribute more to the local public good.

In summary, the analysis in this section helps us further understand the difference between the

homogeneous and the heterogeneous treatments. We find that cooperators in the homogeneous

treatment contribute more to the global public good, while cooperators in the heterogeneous treat-

ment contribute more to the local public good. Further, we observe the effects of endowment

heterogeneity among free-riders: total and global public good contributions are larger in the ho-

mogeneous treatment than in the heterogeneous treatment. These findings suggest that the lower

efficiency in the heterogeneous treatment comes from cooperators shifting their contribution from

the global to the local public good, and from free-riders contributing less to the global public

goods. In addition, our findings 6 and 7 indicate that the decline in overall contributions in both

treatments is driven by cooperators, not free-riders.17

17Gunnthorsdottir et al. (2007) showed a similar result. They found that the amount of contributions to public goods
is decreasing due to the decrease by cooperators.
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5 Testing For Social Preferences

In this section, we aim to explain why the subjects in the heterogeneous treatment behaved

differently (in comparison with the homogeneous treatment) using theories of social preferences.

Social preferences are used to supplement the rationality assumption in explaining people’s con-

tribution behavior (see, Fehr and Schmidt (1999), Bolton and Ockenfels (2000), Charness and Ra-

bin (2002), and Andreoni and Bernheim (2009)).18 We consider if subjects in the heterogeneous

treatment exhibit inequality aversion preference, and/or reciprocity preference. One question is

whether theories of social preferences can explain the differences between the High and the Low

local groups observed in Section 3.

5.1 Inequality aversion hypothesis

One of the popular social preference hypotheses is inequality aversion: a subject dislikes

wealth inequality between subjects (see Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000),

for example). With different endowments, inequality aversion may lead to different contributions

to public goods. In order to test this hypothesis, we use individual-level data in the heterogeneous

treatment in period 1 only. The rationale is that if we use the observations after period 2 for the

test, the subjects difference (if any) might come from other explanations, such as response to pre-

vious history. In period 1, however, the subjects differ only in their endowments and there is no

difference in observed history. This allows us to investigate the inequality aversion hypothesis.

We expect that if subjects dislike inequality which comes from the endowment heterogeneity, the

subjects in the High local group contribute more to the global public good in period 1 than those

in the Low local group.

To discuss inequality aversion in detail, we introduce the following two concepts, weak and

strong inequality aversion. “Weak inequality aversion” states that subjects in the High local group

contribute more to the global public good token-wise (not necessary percentage-wise). In terms of

the amount of the endowment, a subject in the High local group has 20 tokens more than a subject

in the Low local group. Therefore, a subject with weak inequality aversion in the High local group

may want to give some of these 20 tokens to the global public good. On the other hand, “strong

18For alternative explanations for the contribution behavior, see, Andreoni (1995), and Palfrey and Prisbrey (1997).
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Table 9: Inequality aversion: Global Public Good Contribution in Heterogeneous Treatment

All Subjects Cooperator Only
Token Percentage Token Percentage

Intercept 5.12∗∗ 25.62∗∗∗ 8.00∗∗ 40.00∗∗∗

(2.51) (7.60) (2.97) (8.80)
High Dummy 12.37∗∗∗ 18.13 13.15∗∗∗ 12.88

(3.55) (10.75) (3.95) (11.70)

Adj. R2 0.26 0.06 0.31 0.01
Num. obs. 32 32 23 23

Standard error in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1

inequality aversion” states that subjects in the High local group contribute more to the global

public good both token- and percentage-wise. If a subject in the Low local group contributes 10

tokens to the global public good, 20 tokens contributed to the global public good by a subject in

the the High local group is not enough for strong inequality aversion. In this case, they contribute

the same proportion to their endowment, 50%, which will not eliminate the inequality caused by

the endowment heterogeneity. Therefore, the subjects with strong inequality aversion in the High

local group should contribute more to the global public good, even percentage-wise.19

To see if the inequality aversion hypothesis is supported, we perform the Wilcoxon-Mann-

Whitney rank sum test by using individual contributions in period 1 as units of observations. The

null hypothesis of no differences between the High and Low local groups is rejected token-wise

(two-tailed, p = 0.006), and is marginally rejected percentage-wise (p = 0.072). On average, the

amount of the global public good contribution by the High local group was 17.5 tokens, which

is 43.75% of their endowment, while the amount contributed by the Low local group was 5.12

tokens, which is 25.62% of their endowment (see period 1 in Figure 5).

Next, we perform OLS regressions for period 1 contributions. Table 9 shows the results. The

dependent variable is Global public good contribution both in absolute terms (tokens) and in percent-

age terms (of the endowment). The independent variable is a High dummy. For the contribution

to the global public good, the coefficient of the High dummy is positive and highly significant

in absolute terms (p < 0.01), although it is not significant in percentage terms. We also perform

19One exception is only when both the High and the Low local groups contribute all of their endowment into the
global public good. In this case, the inequality is eliminated.
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the same OLS regressions, using cooperators data only. Table 9 shows the results of this as well.

For the contribution to the global public good, the coefficient of the High dummy is positive and

highly significant in absolute terms (p < 0.01), although it is not significant in percentage terms.

Finding 8 (Inequality Aversion). Weak inequality aversion hypothesis is supported by our data: in pe-

riod 1, High local group members contribute more tokens to the global public good than Low local group

members.

Finding 8 suggests that the weak inequality aversion hypothesis is supported in period 1.

Since the High local group has double endowment of the Low local group, the token-based differ-

ence is not surprising. In terms of percentage of endowment, the result of the WMW test is only

marginally significant (p < 0.1), and the result of the OLS regressions is statistically insignificant.

One explanation of low significance percentage-wise inequality aversion is that the efficiency mo-

tive overrules inequality aversion. This motive encourages the subjects in the Low local group to

contribute to the global public good as much as the ones in the High local group do, especially for

cooperators.

Now, we compare period 1 global public good contributions to the homogeneous treatment.

In period 1, the High local group in the heterogeneous treatment contributes more token-wise to

the global public good than the homogeneous treatment (on average, 17.5 tokens for the High

local group, as compared to 13.9 tokens for the homogeneous treatment), but not percentage-wise

(43.8% for the High local group, and 46.3% for the homogeneous treatment). The global public

good contribution by the High local group is not enough to compensate the lower contribution

by the Low local group (25.6%). Therefore, the starting level of global public good contribution

is lower in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment. Hence, inequality

aversion motives are not strong enough to compensate overall global public good contribution

decrease compared to the homogeneous treatment.

5.2 Reciprocity hypothesis

Another often discussed type of social preference is reciprocity. The reciprocity hypothesis

states that if subject i observes the other subjects’ contribution to a public good, then subject i
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contributes to the public good as well.20 Here, we investigate if a subject contributes to public

goods, depending on the other subjects’ contributions.21

By using individual-level data excluding period 1, we perform OLS regressions for each pub-

lic good contribution. Similar to the above analysis, the dependent variable is either Local or

Global public good contribution given by token. The independent variables are again Period and

Period2 variables; to test the reciprocity hypothesis, we introduce new variables, which indicate

how much the other subjects contribute to the public good in the previous period. Previous Period

Local Public Good By Own Local Members takes the average local public good contribution by other

members of the same local group in the previous period. Previous Period Global Public Good By Own

Local Members takes the average global public good contribution by other members of the same

local group in the previous period, and Previous Period Global Public Good By Other Group Members

takes the average global public good contribution by other members of the other local group in

the previous period. All OLS regressions include Session dummies, and also include Local-Group

dummies in the homogeneous treatment to control for fixed effects.

Table 10 shows the results for both the High and the Low local groups in the heterogeneous

treatment, as well as the Equal (endowment) group in the homogeneous treatment. In terms of

reciprocity for local public good contribution, the coefficients of Previous Period Local Public Good

By Own Local Members are positive and marginally significant for the Low local group in LPG 3 (p

< 0.1), but not for the High local and Equal (endowment) groups. This tells us that if other subjects

in the same Low local group contribute to the local public good in the previous period, then the

subjects also contribute to the local public good.

20Sugden (1984) provides a theory of reciprocity in voluntary contributions.
21In the literature, this reciprocal behavior is a variation of “conditional cooperators.” See Chaudhuri (2011) for a

survey of conditional cooperator in public goods experiments. There are two approaches to investigate conditional
cooperators. One is a direct approach, where subjects directly show their conditional contributions based on the others’
contributions. See, for example, Fischbacher, Gächter and Fehr (2001), Kocher, Cherry, Kroll, Netzer and Sutter (2008),
and Martinsson, Pham-Khanh and Villegas-Palacio (2013). The other is an indirect approach, where subjects decide the
contribution to a public good by observing others’ contributions. See for example, Sonnemans, Schram and Offerman
(1999), Keser and Winden (2000), and Brandts and Schram (2001). This study is classified as an indirect approach.
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Table 10: Reciprocity Models by endowment group excluding Period 1 (Token-wise)

All Subjects Cooperator Only
High End. Low End. Equal End. High End. Low End. Equal End.

LPG 1 GPG 2 LPG 3 GPG 4 LPG 5 GPG 6 LPG 7 GPG 8 LPG 9 GPG 10 LPG 11 GPG 12

Intercept 19.53∗∗∗ 14.04∗∗∗ 1.24 4.61∗∗∗ -0.01 31.68∗∗∗ 14.20∗∗∗ 13.31∗∗∗ 3.83 6.82∗∗∗ -1.50 35.86∗∗∗

(4.12) (3.39) (1.80) (1.52) (2.81) (3.39) (4.40) (3.66) (2.56) (2.15) (3.51) (4.07)
Period 1.54∗ -0.67∗∗∗ 0.73∗ -0.25∗∗ 0.02 -1.45∗∗∗ 1.18 -0.61∗∗∗ 0.71 -0.36∗∗ -0.08 -1.62∗∗∗

(0.86) (0.19) (0.38) (0.11) (0.40) (0.16) (0.93) (0.20) (0.51) (0.14) (0.49) (0.19)
Period2 -0.15∗∗∗ -0.05∗∗ -0.01 -0.12∗∗ -0.06∗∗ 0.01

(0.05) (0.02) (0.02) (0.05) (0.03) (0.03)
Prev.Period Local PG
By Own Local -0.02 -0.08∗∗ 0.06∗ -0.09∗ 0.01 -0.20∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗ -0.10∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗ -0.06 0.02 -0.22∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.05) (0.03) (0.04) (0.05) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.05)
Prev.Period Global PG
- Own Local -0.13∗∗∗ 0.00 -0.06∗ -0.07∗ 0.01 -0.34∗∗∗ -0.12∗∗∗ 0.04 -0.06 0.05 0.04 -0.30∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05) (0.03) (0.04)
- Other Group -0.07 0.11∗ -0.02 0.04∗∗ 0.01 0.02 -0.04 0.15∗∗ -0.03∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.02 -0.02

(0.07) (0.06) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.07) (0.06) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.04)

Adj. R2 0.32 0.19 0.31 0.15 0.13 0.27 0.39 0.24 0.38 0.38 0.13 0.29
Num. obs. 224 224 224 224 448 448 182 182 140 140 350 350

Standard error in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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In terms of reciprocity for global public good contribution, the coefficients of Previous Period

Global Public Good By Other Group Members are positive and marginally significant for the High

local group in GPG 2 (p < 0.1), and positive and significant for the Low local group in GPG 4 (p <

0.05), but not for the Equal endowment group. This tells us that in the heterogeneous treatment,

if subjects in one group contribute to the global public good in the previous period, then subjects

in the other group contribute to the global public good. We do not observe similar effects in the

homogeneous treatment.

We also perform the same OLS regressions by using cooperators data only, and the results

are strengthened (see, LPG 7 - GPG 12 in Table 10). Both the High and the Low local groups

reciprocate to own local group members by contributing more to the local public good (when the

other members in the same local group contribute to the local public good), and also reciprocate to

the other group members by contributing more to the global public good (when the other group

members contribute to the global public good). However, we found no reciprocal behavior by the

subjects in the homogeneous treatment.22

Finding 9 (Reciprocity). In the heterogeneous treatment, reciprocity for global public good contribution

exists for the subjects in both High and Low local groups. Reciprocity for local public good contribution

appears in the Low local group, and in the High local group only among cooperators. In comparison, in the

homogeneous treatment, subjects do not reciprocate to the same extent.

Finding 9 states that the reciprocity hypothesis is supported after period 1 for the heteroge-

neous treatment. For the global public good contributions, the subjects in the High local group

reciprocate more than the subjects in the Low local group. For local public good contribution, the

subjects in the Low local group have stronger reciprocity than subjects in the High local group.23

These findings also suggest that reciprocal behavior is not enough to overcome the efficiency

difference caused by the endowment heterogeneity, even though it is significant in the heteroge-

neous treatment. In fact, subjects contribute less to the global public good in the heterogeneous

treatment than in the homogeneous treatment. These results may indicate that endowment hetero-

22Additionally, we perform the same OLS regression on either Local or Global public good contribution percentage-wise.
The results are the same, in terms of the sign and significance of each coefficient.

23But the amount of reciprocal contribution is less than the others’ contributions in both global and local public goods.
This is consistent with previous results: see, Fischbacher et al. (2001) and Fischbacher and Gächter (2010).
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geneities create stronger local group identities.24 That is, subjects in the heterogeneous treatment

may identify with local groups more due to the endowment differences between localities. On the

other hand, subjects in the homogeneous treatment may not identify with local groups as strongly

and care more about the global group identities. To enhance social efficiency under endowment

heterogeneities, policies to induce global identity could be useful.

Further, reciprocity has been well-documented. However, we observe new effects because of

the local and global public goods trade off. There are some undesirable “side effects” of reciprocity

on global public good contributions. For example, in Table 10, the coefficients of Previous Period

Local Public Good By Own Local Members are positive in LPG 3 and negative in GPG 4 (p < 0.1,

each). This result tell us that if own local group members contribute to the local public good

in the previous period, a subject contributes to the local public good (by means of reciprocity)

but reduces their contribution to the global public good. It appears that the local public good

contributions crowd out the global public good contributions by means of reciprocity.

We now return to the question why the High and the Low local groups behave differently in the

heterogeneous treatment. At the beginning, the High local group contributes more to the global

public good than the Low local group does (Finding 4), which may be attributed to inequality

aversion (Finding 8). But, the subjects in the High local group do not compensate enough for

lower contribution by those in the Low local group. This causes the lower starting level of global

public good contribution compared to the homogeneous treatment. Moreover, since the subjects

in the High local group observe very low global public good contribution by the subjects in the

Low local group, the subjects in the High local group reduce their global public good contribution

faster than those in the Low local group (Finding 9). This apparently caused a chain reaction

and led to a reduction of the global public good contributions and to crowding out of the global

public good contributions by the local public good contributions in the heterogeneous treatment.

This leads the local public good contributions initially increase in the heterogeneous treatment.

However, as the local public good contributions in the heterogeneous treatment were hill-shaped

(Findings 2 and 4), we observe that such initial increase was not sustainable till the end, and the

local public good contributions eventually decreased toward to the end due to the usual incentive

to free-ride.
24For a study of group identity, see Chen and Li (2009).
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6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have examined the effects of endowment heterogeneity by using a multiple

public goods experiment. In our experiment, subjects are randomly assigned to the homogeneous

or the heterogeneous treatments, and they repeatedly allocate their endowment to local public,

global public, and private goods. Based on the results of the experiment, we have analyzed the

effects of endowment heterogeneity.

The key finding is that social efficiency is higher in the homogeneous treatment than in the

heterogeneous treatment. As we explore what factors drive this efficiency difference, we find that

the efficiency difference come from two aspects: the pattern difference of subjects’ allocations, and

the different amounts of total public goods contribution. The pattern difference is that the subjects

in the homogeneous treatment contribute more to the global public good, while subjects in the

heterogeneous treatment contribute more to the local public good (substitution between public

goods). At the same time, overall, subjects contribute to the public goods significantly less in the

heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment. Further, through the analysis of

individual behaviors, we identify that cooperators cause the pattern differences, and free-riders

cause the difference in contribution levels.

We also employ theories of social preferences to explain why these behavioral differences oc-

curred. We introduce weak (token-wise) and strong (percentage-wise) inequality aversion hy-

potheses, and find evidence to support the weak inequality aversion hypothesis. Our experimen-

tal results provide evidence to support the reciprocity hypothesis on local and global public good

contributions, but only for the subjects in the heterogeneous treatment. These findings indicate

that inequality aversion cannot compensate for the efficiency difference caused by income het-

erogeneity, and that reciprocity leads to more local public good contribution, reducing the global

public good contribution. Moreover, we observe a new and undesirable side effect of reciprocity:

subjects may reduce their global public goods contribution to reciprocate on local public good

contributions.

For policy makers who care about social efficiency, our findings may be used to design better

policies regarding multiple public goods with different income levels. Even though the subjects

in our experiment exhibit social preferences such as inequality aversion and reciprocity, the social
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efficiency is lower in the heterogeneous treatment than in the homogeneous treatment. This sug-

gests that to increase social efficiency, it may not be enough to rely on social preferences; it may be

important to create an incentive for or commitment to the contribution to global public goods.

Finally, we discuss future research questions. Blackwell and McKee (2003) found that when

global public goods become more socially efficient, subjects increase their global public good con-

tributions, keeping their contributions to local public good fixed. Our finding seems to contradict

this. One explanation is that the findings in Blackwell and McKee (2003) are for the case of the

homogeneous endowments, while our findings of shifting from global to local public good con-

tribution were identified when subjects have heterogeneous endowments. Another explanation is

that subjects may have stronger local group identities in our experiment due to the endowment

heterogeneity between localities. Further, we argue that even though people exhibit social prefer-

ences, social efficiency may decrease under income heterogeneity. What contribution mechanism

should be used under income heterogeneity to enhance efficiency of public good provision? We

leave these issues for future research.
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Appendix A Figures and Tables

Figure 9: The screen of allocation-decision
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Figure 10: The result screen
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Figure 11: Distribution of Payments
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Table 11: Summary of session, and average token contribution per session

Session (Date) Treatment Endowment # Subjects Local PG Global PG Private G

2011/07/01 Homogeneous 30 8 8.40 12.47 9.13
(10.96) (12.39) (11.28)

2011/07/08 Homogeneous 30 8 4.67 7.29 18.04
(5.79) (8.18) (10.56)

2011/08/05 Homogeneous 30 8 2.10 12.65 15.25
(3.69) (9.65) (9.26)

2011/10/14 Homogeneous 30 8 3.73 11.22 15.06
(5.94) (11.40) (11.57)

2011/07/14 Heterogeneous 40 or 20 8 8.43 4.05 17.52
(12.06) (9.46) (14.75)

2011/07/15 Heterogeneous 40 or 20 8 4.87 4.05 21.08
(5.20) (5.47) (13.32)

2011/08/10 Heterogeneous 40 or 20 8 2.20 7.82 19.98
(5.54) (10.35) (13.50)

2011/10/11 Heterogeneous 40 or 20 8 8.42 4.46 17.12
(8.95) (5.95) (8.85)
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(a) July 1st, 2011 (Homogeneous) (b) July 8th, 2011 (Homogeneous)

(c) August 5th, 2011 (Homogeneous) (d) October 14th, 2011 (Homogeneous)

Figure 12: Allocations per Session in Homogeneous (Average Amount contributed)
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(a) July 14th, 2011 (Heterogeneous) (b) July 15th, 2011 (Heterogeneous)

(c) August 10th, 2011 (Heterogeneous) (d) October 11th, 2011 (Heterogeneous)

Figure 13: Allocations per Session in Heterogeneous (Average Amount contributed)
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Appendix B Instruciton

Welcome to this experiment!

Please read and listen to the following instructions carefully. From now on, you are NOT allowed to
talk to other participants throughout the experiment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand and
the experimenter will answer your questions in private.

This is an experiment in decision making. Depending on your and other participants’ deci-
sions, you can make significant money. During the experiment, the units of account will be in
experimental dollars (ED). These ED will be converted to real dollars at the rate of $1 per 60 ED.
At the end of the experiment, you will receive your total earning and $5 participation fee IN PRI-
VATE.

The Experiment

At the beginning of the experiment, the participants will be divided randomly into two local
groups of 4 participants. These two local groups make one global group. That is, you belong
to a local group of 4 participants and at the same time you also belong to a global group of 8
participants (see figure). The experiment lasts 15 rounds and the composition of groups remains
the same throughout the experiment. Your ID number and the local group number will appear in
your screen.

(For Same-endowment treatment) At the beginning of each round, you receive 30 tokens,
which is the same amount within all participants. In each round, your task is to decide how many
tokens to allocate to a private account, how many tokens to allocate to a local group account, and
how many tokens to allocate to a global group account.

(For Different-endowment treatment) At the beginning of each round, all members of one
local group will receive 20 tokens each. The members of the other local group will receive 40
tokens each. You will find out how many tokens your local group receive at the beginning of the
1st round. The number of tokens for each local group will stay the same in every round. In each
round, your task is to decide how many tokens to allocate to a private account, how many tokens
to allocate to a local group account, and how many tokens to allocate to a global group account.
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Private account: Each token you place in the private account yields 1 ED for you ONLY.
Local group account: Each token you place in the local group account yields 0.4 ED for each

member in your local group (including you, but NOT in other local group). In other words, the
total L tokens in the local group account will be multiplied by 1.6, and then divided within the
local group members (= 4 participants) equally. IT DOES NOT MATTER WHO PUTS TOKENS IN
THE LOCAL GROUP ACCOUNTS. EVERYONE IN THE LOCAL GROUP WILL RECEIVE AN
EQUAL RETURN FROM THE LOCAL GROUP ACCOUNT.

Global group account: Each token you place in the global group account yields 0.3 ED for EV-
ERY member in the global group (including you). In other words, the total G tokens in the global
group account will be multiplied by 2.4, and then divided within the global group members (= 8
participants) equally. IT DOES NOT MATTER WHO PUTS TOKENS IN THE GLOBAL GROUP
ACCOUNT. EVERYONE WILL RECEIVE AN EQUAL RETURN FROM THE GLOBAL GROUP
ACCOUNT.

Example

The examples below are hypothetical. For the simplicity, assume each person in both local
group is given 30 tokens to allocate.

Example 1 (Private only): Suppose that everyone in a global group decides to put no tokens in
the both group accounts, and 30 tokens in the private account. Then, each member in this group
will receive 30 ED from the private account (30 tokens x 1 ED per token).

Example 2 (Global only): Suppose that everyone in a global group decides to put no tokens in
the private, or the local group accounts, and 30 tokens in the global group account. Then, there is
a total of 240 tokens in the global group account, so that each member in this GLOBAL group will
receive 72 ED from the global group account (240 tokens x 0.3 ED per token).

Example 3 (Local only): Suppose that everyone in a global group decides to put no tokens in
the private, or the global group accounts, and 30 tokens in the local group account. Then, there is
a total of 120 tokens in the each local group account, so that each member in these LOCAL groups
will receive 48 ED from the local group account (120 tokens x 0.4 ED per token).

Your earning for any round is then the sum of your profits from the local and global groups
accounts and private account. Your total earning is the sum of your per-round earnings (In this
experiment, there is one practice round before the 1st round. This practice round does NOT count
towards your total earning).

Finally, the results screen is displayed. In your display, you can see your allocation (your
private, local group, and global group account), the list and the sum of tokens allocated by your
group members to the local group account, and the sum of tokens allocated to the global group
account by each local group. When everyone is ready, the next round begins.

Are there any questions?
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Review

Suppose that you put 20 tokens in the private account, 10 tokens in the local group account , and
no tokens in the global group account. Suppose that the other three local group members put 10
tokens in the private account, no tokens in the local group account, and 20 tokens in the global
group account each. Suppose that the other four members in the global, but different local group
put no tokens in the global group account. What is:

The total number of tokens in the local group account? [Yours + Other local members]
The total number of tokens in the global group account? [Yours + Other global members]
Your earning from the local group account? [Total*0.4]
Your earning from the global group account? [Total*0.3]
Your earning from the private account?[Tokens in Private * 1.0]
Your total earning for this round? [Earning Private + Earning Group]
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